EASYphoto
Acoustic wall panel

General information

Features

The EASYphoto is a very popular acoustic
solution to reduce reverberation and to optimize
room acoustics. The EASYphoto offers a lot of
possibilities, any photo, logo or picture can be
printed, as long as the resolution is big enough.
The EASYphoto acoustic wall panels are known
for their high quality and excellent display of
colors.

•

•
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Available as wall panel, complete wall,
mobile screen, baffle, desk screen or ceiling
island
Custom made in sizes between 300 cm
height and 30 meters length
Easy to replace canvas
The acoustic panel is filled with EASYpol
polyester wool, a safe and high quality
acoustic wool.
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EASYphoto
Specifications

Additional Information
Product type

Sound absorbing

Delivery

On demand

Top layer

Textile

Size

Custom made up to 300 cm in height and 30 m in length

Thickness

17 mm or 50 mm

Frame color

Any RAL-color

Sound absorbing values

Frame

The frame of the EASYphoto ceiling island
comes with standard frames in aluminium, white
or black. Alternatively you can choose any RALcolour (additional charge).

Ordering or more information

Visit our website or showroom, or call us for an
appointment on location.

Disclaimer
Easy-to-change canvas

The picture (or logo, colour,..) is printed on
textile. This textile is mounted in to the frame
and is easily replaced in just a few minutes.
So, instead of changing the whole system you
can just change the canvas to get a brand new
picture on the wall. Also, the canvas can be
cleaned at 30° in the washing machine.

This text is carefully composed. The same goes
for the test results and other certificates. EASY
Noise Control cannot assume any responsibility
for the accuracy or reliability of the information
contained in this text, nor shall the information
be construed as constituting any obligation on
the part of EASY Noise Control. Information
and related materials may be subject to change
without prior notice.			

Picture

Besides a picture you can also choose to equip
the acoustic screen with an illustration, a logo
or a uni-colour. You can also choose a license
free picture from 123RF: http://nl.123rf.com/.
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